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CINDERELLA IS DEAD
BY KALYNN BAYRON

Cinderella's dream come true has become every girl's
nightmare 200 years after that fateful night in the former
kingdom of Cinderella.

A UNIVERSE OF WISHES
MULTIPLE AUTHORS
A short story collection of fifteen fantasy stories by a
diverse array of authors. TEEN FIC UNIVERSE

WINGS OF EBONY
BY J. ELLE
Half-god, half-human Rue is snatched from her Houston
home to Ghazan, a secret land of gods, by her estranged
father, then must face an evil determined to steal
everything from her.

WE HUNT THE FLAME
BY HAFSAH FAIZAL
In a world inspired by ancient Arabia, seventeen-year-old
huntress Zafira must disguise herself as a man to seek a
lost artifact that could return magic to her cursed world.

LOBIZONA

BY ROMINA GARBER
When her mother is arrested by ICE, sixteen-year-old
Argentinian Manu--who thinks she is hiding in a Miami
apartment because she is an undocumented immigrant-discovers that her entire existence is illegal.

THE LEFT-HANDED BOOKSELLERS OF
LONDON
BY GARTH NIX
A girl searching for her missing father finds another
world, one managed by magical, pugnacious booksellers.
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BRIGHT SHINING WORLD
BY JOSH SWILLER

Wallace Cole is angry when his family moves yet again
because of his father's mysterious energy job. He's
outright freaked when he finds the kids at his new school
have been afflicted with some form of mass hysteria.

HARD WIRED

BY LEN VLAHOS

A fifteen-year-old discovers he is the first fully AI being
and that everything he has ever known is a lie.

HOW WE GOT TO THE MOON
BY JOHN ROCCO

This highly illustrated guild covers "the people,
technology, and daring feats of science behind
humanity's greatest adventure." Great for all who dare
to dream of outerspace. XU 629.454 ROC

THE SAVAGE BEARD OF SHE DWARF
BY KYLE LATINO

The last dwarf in existence (?) sets out to find out if
she is indeed the last of her kind. TEEN 741.5973

ALIENATED

BY SIMON SPURRIER
Three teens discover an alien being and hope to use its
powers for good. But how will they handle the creature's
insatiable appetite for prey? TEEN 741.5973

PAPER GIRLS

BY BRIAN K VAUGHAN
Paper delivery girls uncover a supernatural mystery in
this graphic novel set in the 1980s. TEEN 741.5973

